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NOTIFICATION

INTEGRATED FIVE YEAR LLB COURSE 2021-22
SECOND PHASE OF ALLOTMENT
ONLINE OPTION CONFIRMATION IS MANDATORY
The activities related to the second phase of Centralised Allotment for admission to
Five Year Integrated LL.B Course in the four Government Law Colleges and Private Selffinancing Law Colleges of the State for the year 2021-22 will commence on 30.10.2021
(Saturday).
Those candidates who have received an allotment and taken admission in the
allotted college in the first phase, and want their existing higher order options to be
considered for the second phase shall have to compulsorily confirm their online
options, by clicking the ‘Confirm’ button available in their home page provided in the
website www.cee.kerala.gov.in. Candidates who have not received any allotment in the
previous phases also shall have to perform Online Option Confirmation for being
considered in the second phase.
After Online Option Confirmation, the candidates can change the priority of
existing higher options and delete the unwanted higher options, if desired. The facility
for Online Option confirmation /re-arrangement/deletion of options will be available
in the above website from 30.10.2021. Those who do not confirm their higher
options online within the stipulated time will not be included for this phase of
allotment. But the present admission, if any, of such candidates after the second
phase of allotment shall be retained. The request for option confirmation /rearrangement/deletion of options received via Post/Fax/e-mail/hand delivery will not
be considered under any circumstances.
The schedule for the allotment is given below:
Website opens for Option Confirmation /
30.10.2021
re-arrangement /deletion of options.
Time ends for Option Confirmation /re-arrangement/
04.11.2021, 5.00 pm
deletion of options.
05.11.2021

Publication of second Phase of Allotment

The candidates who get allotment in this phase shall have to join the allotted
college. (Detailed schedule regarding the joining will be notified later). Candidates who get
allotment shall have to pay the amount shown, in the allotted colleges at the time of
admission.

Fee Concession:
Candidates belonging to SC/ST/OEC/Communities eligible for educational
concessions as is given to OEC/Candidates eligible for fee concession as per
GO(Ms)No.25/2005/SCSTDD dated: 20.06.2005/Children of Fisherman/Inmates of
Sri Chitra Home, Nirbhaya home & Juvenile home allotted under Government Quota are
exempted from payment of fees.
Candidates who receive allotment should have attained the eligibility for admission
as per Clause 6 of the Prospectus at the time of admission.
Important
1.

2.

3.

Candidates who do not take admission within the specified dates after the second
allotment shall lose their allotment as well as their higher order options. They will
not be eligible for future online allotments, if any, under Centralized allotment
Process (CAP).
Candidates who receive a change of allotment to their higher options in the second
phase of allotment will automatically lose their current admission and they should
obtain the T.C relevant documents and amount remitted at the time of admission
from their currently admitted college and join the newly allotted college on the
above specified dates. Candidates are advised not to retain unnecessary options to
courses/colleges where they do not wish to join, if allotted.
Those candidates who have got memo to rectify the defects in their online
application should rectify the defects before 03.11.2021, 3.00 pm otherwise the
online options, if any, of such candidates will not be considered for further
allotments.

Candidates should frequently refer to the details related to the allotment process
are also available in the website www.cee.kerala.gov.in.
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